Anandi to get an animated avatar
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The character who won the hearts of every one of her viewers with her musings, activities and deeds at a youthful age,
Anandi from Balika Vadhu, is set to make a rebound. AnimationXpress have know from sources that Colors is set to
dispatch an enlivened show named ‘Chhoti Anandi’ which will rotate around the life of the youthful hero.

Though the name brings back recollections of the happy young lady from the progressing Balika Vadhu arrangement,
this new enlivened bundle is a standalone one. It will have Chhoti Anandi and her posse of companions going on
different undertakings.
Created by Sphere Origins (the first generation house behind Balika Vadhu), it is being energized by liveliness studio
HopMotion. A prior report in AnimationXpress had expressed that Sphere Origins Multivision CMD Sunjoy Waddhwa had
held hands with HopMotion originator Anish Patel to make an energized appear and were in quest for a supporter for the
same.
It appears like they have found the telecaster and it’s none other than Colors, the main GEC which right now show
Balika Vadhu also.
With this strong move, Colors will turn into the first Hindi GEC to air an energized show adjusted from a no frills program
in an offer to grow its group of onlookers to incorporate youngsters.
HopMotion, being a 2D movement master has taken a shot at numerous worldwide tasks and arrangement and this will
be the studio’s first wander on Indian TV screens. With HopMotion at work, we can anticipate that Anandi will look
excellent in her 2D symbol.
Our sources likewise uncover that the promo of the show will be dispatched by this weekend and the project is set to air
each Sunday from 17 January 2016 on 10 am. It will contain two, half-hour scenes.

	
  

